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In [4] a variant of the Pontryagin Maximum Principle was given for operator 
equations on Banach spaces. In this note, the results of [4] are extended to a 
larger class of operator equations, and functionals. In particular, equations 
highly nonlinear in lower order derivatives may be handled. 
We study the minimization of a real valued functional F(x, BOX, U) subject to x 
satisfying 
Ax ==f(x, B,x, u). (1) 
Here, 
F: E, x Ez x E,-+H 
f: El x E2 x E3-+E3 
where 
Ei are Banach Spaces 
Bi are bounded linear operators, 
Bi E Y(El , Ez). 
The functions f and F are assumed to be differentiable in the Frechet sense, 
and the set of admissable controls U is a subset of the open set W _C E3 . (U need 
not be convex.) A is a linear (not necessarily bounded) operator with a bounded 
inverse. We assume the reader is familiar with the elementary theory of the 
FrCchet derivative, as given, for example in Dieudonne [I]. The basic results 
required are also found in Rogak and Scott-Thomas [4]. 
The following Lemma, due to Hestenes [2] in the finite dimensional case, was 
proved in [4]. 
LEMMA. Let W be open in the Banach Space E. Let F be a continuotrsly dif- 
fmentiable real valuedfunction on W. Then for any U C W, $F bus a local minimum 
at x0 E U, then DF(x,,; h) > 0 for all h such that x0 + h E C&X,). 
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The Tangent Cone C,(x,,) of x,, with respect to U, is defined as follows: 
Y is an Accessible Dirention for x0 E U if 
(i) I/ v 11 = 1 
(ii) There exists a sequence {x,}, x, E U such that 
and 
lim Ij x, - x0 jj = 0 q-m 
F+$ ,,;7;,i-v,=o. II Ii 
Y”(x,) = (V / v is an accessible direction, if any exist) 
C,(x,) = {y / y = x0 + OLV with Y E YU(x,,), oc 2 O}. 
Theorem 1 (below) gives sufficient conditions to guarantee the map u --+ X(U) 
is differentiable. 
THEOREM 1. Let I$ , A, Bi be as above. If 
(i) ilx = f(x, Blx, u) has a unique solution for each u G W 
(ii) f is rontinuously d@rentiable on I?1 x E, x W 
(iii) ;j x(u $ h) - x(u)ll/lj h jj is bounded as jj h jJ ---f 0 for each u E Wand all 
h such that u I h E W. 
(iv) A-1 exists and is bounded on E, . 
(v) [A - D,f(x(u), B,x(u), u; .) - L&f(x(u), &x(u), u; .) o B,]-1 exists 
and is bounded on E, for all u E W, then x(u) has a Frt!chet derivative, and 
Dx(u; h) 
= [A - Df (x, B 1x, u) - D,f (x, &x, u) 0 B,]-l 0 [Dsf (x, B,x, u; h)]. 
Proof. The proof follows directly from the definition of the FrCchet deriva- 
tive; X(U -C h) - X(U) = Dx(u; h) + o(/i h 11). The particular choice of Dx is 
found by formal use of the chain rule, and the proof of convergence is analogous 
that of Theorem 1 of [4]. 
Remark. If W is convex, conditions (iii) and (v) may be replaced by (iiia) 
su~{ll DJII j I! Qf Ii . II B, II> < & . 
UEW 
The proof is an easy extension of that of the corollary to Theorem 1 of [4]. 
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NECESSARY CONDITIONS 
In what follows, we assume the existence of an optimal control ii. By (., .) 
we denote the duality of a Banach space and its topological dual. 
THEOREM 2. Let A, f, W etc. be as in Theorem 1. Let F be a continuously 
d$j%rentiable real valued function on E1 x Ez x W. Let UC W. A necessary 
condition that li E U be optimal is that for any y E E.f . (The Topological dual of EJ 
andfor any h such that zi -i- h E Co(u) n W, 
(DIF(a, B$, 1; .) + D#‘(f, B,E, 21; .) 0 B,) 0 Dx(21”; h) 
$ D,F(J, B, f; 6; h) 
+ (y, {A - D&S, B,i, u; .) - D&i, B,f, li; .) 0 B,} o Dx(f; h)) 
- (y, D&a, B,Z, 6; h)) > 0. 
Fuyther if there exists z E E$ such that 
[A _ Df( ; .> - D,f( ; .) o B,]” z = -[DIF( ) + D$( ) a B& (t) 
then the necessary condition becomes 
D$(x(zi), B,x(u), 6; h) - (z, D&x(u), B,x(rZ), 2; h)) 3 0. 
Remark. f = a(G). In what follows, the “w” will be suppressed on the x. 
ProoJ Consider the map u --f #(u) of E3 into EI defined by 
t)(u) = x(u) - A-lf(x(u), B,x(u), u) S= 0. 
Since 4 is dientically zero, D# = 0. Also at the minimum of F, DF > 0 by the 
Lemma. 
:. DF + (y, AD+) 2 0 for ally E E,*. 
Now since A-l is bounded f 
’ 
! 
D,.+(u), &x(u), u; .> 0 Dx(u; 4 
D#(u; h) = Dx(u; h) - A-l 
1 
+ D&x(u), B,x(u), u; ,) B, Dx(u; h) = 0. 
+ Q.f(x(u>, B&4, u; 4 
Since Dx(u, h) E Domain A, for anyy E E$, and all h such that everything above 
is well defined, 
<y, [A - DJ(x, B,x, u; .) - Q&x, B,x, u; -> 0 41 
o Dx(u; h) - D.&x, B,x, u; h)) = 0. 
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Combining the above with the fact that ii E U minimizes the continuously 
differentiable functional F in U, using the Lemma, we get for any h such that 
ii + h E C&z) n w, 
{D,F(x, B,x, G; a) + D,F(x, Bg, iZ; *) 0 B,} 0 Dx($ h) f D,F(x, &a, u’; A) 
-1 (y, (A - DJ - D,f 0 B,) 0 Dx(% h)) - (y, D&G Blx, u; A)) >, 0. 
(i-t) 
Further, if there exists a z E E$ a solution of (t), then 
(z, [A - D&x, Blx, I; .) - D?f( ) 0 B,] 0 Dx@; h)) 
= ((A - Df - D,f 0 B,)* z, DC+; h)) 
= -<W( , ; *> + D,F( ; ) 0 B, , Dx(u”; 4) 
= -[DIF + D$‘o B,] 0 Dx(u”; h). 
If we substitute in (tt) and replace y by z, the necessary condition becomes 
D,F(x(ii, B,x(i-i), ii; h) - (x, D.&(J), B,x(ii), i-i; h)) > 0. 1 (ttt) 
As an example, we consider the following linear elliptic problem with a 
quadratic functional treated by Lions [3] p. 51. 
Let 
Consider An: = u + g = f (x, u); g given in L2, and fixed. 
F(x, u) = (x, X)~Z + (Nu, u), N positive definite, and bounded. 
DJ = 0, D,f = I 
DIF = 2x, D,F = 2Nu. 
The Adjoint Equation is A*z = -2x, or z = -2(/l*)-l x. 
The necessary condition (ttt) b ecomes (2N4 h) + (2A*-lx, h) > 0 for all h 
such that 6 + h E C,(c), or 
(2NC - z, ZI - a) > 0, Z:E u. 
If tJ is convex, 2, - ii can serve as h. 
Lions’ conjugate equation is A*p = x, p = (A*)-l x = -z/2. Using my 
necessary condition, replacing z by 2p, we get 
(2N21 + 2p, v - ii) 3 0, 
exactly the same as Lions. He has different adjoint and necessary conditions, but 
they yield, in this simple case, the same result. 
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